Plot Outline done for Green
Magic One
By Holly Lisle
I had a couple folks ask how I would do headers on the plot
cards. So I took a picture of the outline view of my plot card
outline for Green Magic I.
This is done in Scrivener; your results will look different
depending on what you’re using to outline your book. But…
The entire project is in a folder titled (ever so
imaginatively) Draft. The working synopsis is the green
rectangle beneath it. That holds my short description, main
character arc, theme, and cover copy description. Then I have
my character list–each character has a short description that
I can roll over at any time with my cursor, so that the names
of my folks are in front of me all the time, plus pertinent
details about their appearances, jobs, etc.
Following that is the title, and then the book divided into
three beats. It alsol follows Three-Act Structure, but you’ll
see that the actual acts, Gathering the Players, Intensifying
the Situation, and Resolving the Conflict, do not land at the
same place as the story beats.
At the far left of every other title, C[#] marks off each
chapter (you can see I’m doing two scenes per chapter), each
card has a title that cues me in to what the main action of
that scene will be, and the necessary word count I have to hit
to come in on deadline at length, and within the
specifications for the book. This is a line romance with a
requirement for 60%-40% heroine-hero viewpoints. Having the
cards marked off this way will keep me on track.
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The information in the body of each card is the character POV
for each scene and the scene’s main action.
Finally, here’s the titles-only view that I see as I’m
actually writing the book. (All of the cards are drag-anddrop, too, to make in-progress revision simple.
And to the cries of “Where’s the creativity in the midst of
all that structure…” well, I like to write sonnets, too. It’s
the same process. You learn the rules, you integrate the
rules, and then you see just how far outside the envelope you
can push you can push your content without breaking the entire
structure.
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